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When volatility turns out to be a bad indicator: The Bund tantrum

Worst historical returns for the Bund while volatilities were at
historical low levels
Low bond yields generate negative asymmetry…
…a risk not captured by volatility
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Our proposal: A generalised risk-based framework

Variations around Expected Shortfall (ES) risk measure:
– Concentrates on extreme risk, contrary to volatility
– Better properties than VaR
– Allows us to incorporate a larger variety of risks:
• Volatility
• Valuation
• Tail

• Correlation
• Asymmetry
• Illiquidity
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Expected Shortfall: Overview

ES : average return for worst

periods. Computed as:
=− +

×

ES is higher (risk is higher):
– For more extreme events, i.e. smaller
– For smaller expected returns
– For higher volatility
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Expected Shortfall: Gaussian vs non-Gaussian distribution

Higher

means higher ES

Gaussian case:
2.06

scalar that only depends on

More general distributions:

; e.g.

.

=

function of higher moments

Cornish-Fisher expansion around the quantile of a standard
normal random variable
Higher ES if negative skewness or high kurtosis
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Valuation risk

Expensive (cheap) assets have negative (positive) expected
return ([5]).
Carry = expected return of an asset if its price does not move in
the future ([6])
Consistent with risk-based approach
Bonds and Equities carry for US assets
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Illiquidity risk

Illiquidity = stale pricing and artificially smoothed returns
MA models to correct for co-moment matrices of order 2 to 4
( [7], [8])
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Expected Shortfall: The Bund tantrum redux

Same volatility but different yield and different models leads to
significant differences between ES estimates
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Empirical application: Universe

Eight traditional and alternative asset classes
Period: 1990Q1- 2013Q3
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Descriptive statistics

Sharpe ratios: higher for some alternative assets…but abnormal
distributions
Carry can represent a significant portion of returns for some
assets
Most diversifying assets: high-grade bonds, commodities and real
estate
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Illiquidity characteristics

MA methodology correctly identifies the less liquid assets
Moments are unchanged for most assets and scaled up for HY, PE
and a lot for RE
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Comparison of risk-adjusted performance measures

Sharpe ratios (SR): biased when abnormal or illiquid
Conditional SR: ratio between excess returns and ES; allows to
correct for biaises
Real Estate: 2nd highest SR but worst Conditional SR
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Risk-based allocation based on Generalised Expected Shortfall

ES decomposition by asset ([9]):
=

ES decomposition by risk dimension (see also [10]):
=

+

Valuation

+

Volatility

+

+

Tail risk

Asymmetry

Illiquidity

Risk-based allocation program: risk proportions %CES match
risk-budgets b
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Equal Risk Contribution Allocation based on Expected Shortfall

Comparison of five Equal Risk Contribution ([11]) portfolios:
Name

Acronym

Risk measure

Naïve Risk Parity

NRP

Risk Parity

=

Correlation

Valuatio
n

Skew /
Kurt

Illiquidity

Volatility

No

No

No

No

RP

Volatility

Yes

No

No

No

Gaussian Expected Shortfall

GES

Expected
Shortfall

Yes

Yes

No

No

Modified Expected Shortfall

MES

Expected
Shortfall

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Liquidity-Adjusted Modified Expected
Shortfall

LAMES

Expected
Shortfall

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Equal Risk Contribution Portfolio: Differences across Models

Substantial differences in portfolio weights and metrics across
models
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Decomposing the Expected Shortfall for LAMES portfolio

For each asset, the contributors vary substantially, e.g.
– Equities are mostly contributing through volatility
– Commodities are mainly contributing through asymmetry and tail risks
– Real estate is mainly contributing through illiquidity
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Concluding remarks

“If the investor, instead, fears price volatility, erroneously viewing
it as a measure of risk, he may, ironically, end up doing some very
risky things”
Warren Buffet (2014)

Our framework:
– Large spectrum of risks;
– Closed-form analytical formulas
– Straightforward to implement and useful in different asset
allocation problems
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Important information

This document is addressed to professional investors, as described in the MiFID directive, and has therefore not been adapted to retail
clients. It must not be published, reproduced, distributed or disclosed (in whole or in part) by recipients to any other person without the
prior consent of Unigestion. The information and opinions in this document are provided by Unigestion for general information purposes
solely and should only be considered current as of the date of publication without regard to the date on which you may access it.
Unigestion maintains the right to delete or modify information without prior notice.
This research document is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or
solicitation would be illegal. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives,
financial situations, or needs of individual clients. Clients should consider whether any advice or recommendation in this research is
suitable for their particular circumstances and, if appropriate, seek professional advice, including tax advice.
Data and graphical information herein are for information only. No separate verification has been made as to the accuracy or
completeness of these data which may have been derived from third party sources. As a result, no representation or warranty, express
or implied, is or will be made by Unigestion as regards the information contained herein and no responsibility or liability is or will be
accepted. If indicated, past performance is not a guarantee of future returns. The value of investments may go down or up. There are no
guaranteed returns. An investment with Unigestion, like all investments, contains risks, including the risk of total loss. Unless otherwise
stated, the performance data source is Unigestion.
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